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March 7, 2018

Dear Billy Joe:
Enclosed please find the Qualitative On-Roof Infrared Moisture Survey Report which we conducted
for you on the evening of Monday 12/17 and day of Tuesday 12/17 at:
Billy Joe’s Tall Hotel
556 SW. Beach Street, Nowhere, North Dakota
Our report is designed to be clear, easy to understand and useful. Please take the time to review it
carefully. If there is anything you would like us to explain, or if there is other information you
would like, please feel free to call us. We would be happy to answer any questions.
We appreciate this opportunity to be of service.
Sincerely,

LEVEL III

Robert E McCoy Jr., PE
NC Registered Electrical Engineer #20697
Infraspection Certified Thermographer #7672 Level 3
RoofScanIR™ - Authorized Contractor
United Infrared LLC - Affiliate
Thermal Imaging Partners LLC - Partner

ON-ROOF INFRARED REPORT
General Information:
Three total roof sections of the subject building at the above listed location were the subject of an infrared
(IR) survey on the evening and morning of December 04 and 05 respectively. The roof membrane is
modified bitumen of varying thickness with a granule coated capsheet on all three sections. Interior roof
structure included a layer or layers of perlite, asphalt and faced polyiso insulation in varying levels and
thickness. On-roof infrared imaging with local nuclear testing at image finding sites was performed during
the evening with overall random nuclear testing and core sampling completed the following day.
Finding areas were identified, marked and numbered on the roof and recorded for the three CAD section
layouts.

This report includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction and Findings Summary
CAD section views with findings, core locations and nuke readings noted
Spreadsheets with roof construction (at cores) and overall percent wet totals
One Infrared Image report
Digital image files of thermographs and photographs as may be required.

Armco Inspections LLC, an Authorized RoofScanIR™ Contractor, was retained for an infrared survey of the
roof sections in an effort to identify areas of potential moisture and to mark these areas for further review
or repair. This report is based on information obtained at the site at the given dates and times. Thermal
findings were highlighted with marking paint directly on the roof with documentation including
digital/daylight or flash photography as well as thermal imagery and roof layout notations. The purpose of
any infrared thermographic service is not to locate or identify leak sources.
Our inspection is designed to comply with ASTM Standard C1153 -"Standard Practice for Location of Wet
Insulation in Roofing Systems Using Infrared Imaging.”
This report is for the exclusive use of our Client, Billy’s Really Good Roofing Co., Inc., and is not intended for
any other purpose. The report is based on the information available to us at this time as described in the
report. Should additional information become available at a later date, we reserve the right to determine
the impact, if any, the new information may have on our discovery and recommendations and to revise our
opinions and conclusions if necessary and warranted. A representative number of findings were verified by
using a nuclear gauge, intrusive conductivity probe/meter and core sampling at strategic locations. We can
make no representations regarding conditions that may be present but were concealed due to variations in
roof covering assembly construction, variations in roof cleanliness or otherwise. With an opportunity for
inspection under differing environmental conditions, additional reportable conditions may be discovered.

Thermographic Roof Survey Report Parameters:
Client: Billy’s Really Good Roofing Company, LLC
Client’s representative present at inspection: Mr. Billy Joe hisself
Site representative present at inspection: None
Location: 556 SW. Beach Street, Nowhere, North Dakota
Certified Infrared Thermographer: Robert McCoy Jr. # 7672
Survey date: December 4 and 5, 2017
Survey start time: 4:30PM and 10:30 AM
High ambient temperature of the day: 70F
Day and night-time weather conditions: Partly cloudy and rain overnight
Last recordable rainfall: Nights of December 4-5
Weather conditions at survey start time: Partly cloudy, effectively 0 mph wind
Wind speed/direction at survey start time: N/A
Ambient temperature at the survey start time: N/A
Imager: FLIR Systems T620 (longwave) & Inframetrics PM290 (midwave)
Nuclear Gauge: Troxler Roofreader model 3216
Moisture Meters: Tramex Compact (intrusive probe-type conductivity meter) &
Tramex RWS (non-intrusive dielectric capacity meter)
Membrane: Modified bitumen capsheet with asphalt beneath (1/2” to 1.5”)
Roof Insulation Observed: Perlite (1/2” to 3”) and Polyiso (1” to 3”)
Roof Deck: Concrete

Survey Methodology:
How An Infrared Survey Works:
During the daytime, higher mass wet
roof insulation absorbs more heat
from the sun than lighter dry roof
insulation. At night, after the roof
surface cools, the wet roof insulation
retains more of the heat than dry
insulation and the resulting warmer
areas are "seen" by the infrared
imager and subsequently recorded.
Suspect wet roof areas are usually outlined on the roof surface with orange marking paint
and tentatively verified with a nuclear gauge and/or capacitive moisture meter during the
infrared scan.

Nuclear Gauge Moisture Testing Method:
Neutrons are emitted from a source in the Nuclear Gauge into the roof. The presence
of hydrogen in the roof system slows the neutrons which ore then detected by the gauge and
displayed with both analog and digital meters. The results are manually recorded for the
report.
At night, the gauge is used to initially validate
infrared findings. During the daytime, readings are
taken and recorded in random locations for overall
reference and more specifically at suspect wet
areas to guide core-cut examination of the roof
system interior.
Subsequent core cuts or other intrusive tests are
performed to more closely validate the nuclear
and/or infrared findings and to determine the
baselines for both dry and wet roof components.

Finding Size, Overall Percent Wet and Core Sampling Data:
ROOF AREA DATA
ROOF SECTION

SIZE (S.F.)

WET (S.F.)

% WET

1
2
3
TOTALS

7,522
4,364
4,016
15,902

144
254
12
410

1.91%
5.82%
0.30%
2.58%

Roof and Section Layouts with finding locations:

Observations and Comments:
Intrusive testing to confirm infrared imaging and nuclear gauge testing was performed at a total of four
locations across the three roof sections. A core sample was taken at a suspected wet location (Section 1 on
the roof layout). The core and internal conductivity testing showed that the area was dry at a nuclear
reading of 37. A subsequent core sample at this same suspect area was made at a location with nuclear
test 47 which was found to be wet at the concrete deck as well as into the adjacent polyiso insulation
facing. Given the thickness of the membrane, a nuclear reading of 42 is assumed as the transition from dry
to moist for the purpose of this report. This assumption is based on the additional assumption that the roof
construction does not vary significantly from section to section.
Subsequent core sampling at Section 2 and finding location T-05 yielded similar results as above with
moisture located at or adjacent to the concrete deck, similar overall roof construction and a nuclear test
reading of 50.
The highest potential moisture contamination was observed initially on Section 3 with the infrared imager
and subsequently validated with nuclear testing and a single core sample. The construction of the roof at
this location (and assumed section) is significantly different than elsewhere in overall thickness, membrane
thickness, insulation thickness ratio and number of layers. The composition of roof materials is the same.
An overall infrared image of this roof section from an elevated position clearly highlights this contaminated
area as distinct from the balance of the membrane of this section that can be observed.
Three locations with a relatively high nuclear test readings noted on the day following the infrared scan
have been included in this report. On the night of the infrared scan none of the three areas showed the
distinctive thermal patterns indicating possible moisture contamination. Examination of the roof
orientation with respect to the angle of the sun late in the day indicates that all three of these areas are
very likely shadowed by mid afternoon. Shadows on the roof surface this early in the day will generally
result in equilibrium of the roof surface temperature rendering infrared scanning ineffective.
Overall, the roof exhibits many areas of blistering and surface cracking where moisture may enter. In every
case where damaged membrane was observed, neither infrared scanning nor nuclear testing revealed
evidence of local moisture contamination. The same can be said for the vicinity around in between the
structural steel platforms supporting various HVAC compressor units where residual heat is easily observed
at columns as well as the central conduit and piping chase.
Interior building leakage is reported in the vicinity of the internal roof drains. Infrared imaging and nuclear
testing revealed no significant evidence of moisture contamination around the drains. The only consistent
thermal pattern (square) at these drains is retained heat in the drain pans associated with the assemblies.
This is not to say that the drain structures themselves have not been compromised and be actively leaking
at the concrete penetrations.
Heat reflections from the sides of the west facing parapet walls could mask the radiation from retained
energy in moist insulation in those areas. This effect was noted up to approximately 4’ from the respective
unit or wall. Survey techniques were employed to minimize the effect of this reflected heat where possible.

In addition to the confirmed moisture identified, it is also possible that:


Moisture contamination of the lower roof insulation and at the deck level may extend beyond the
areas defined by the outlines painted on the roof membrane for the findings.



Some possible locations of contamination were observed and not considered significant due to
assumed variations in the asphalt membrane thickness and associated hydrogen content.



Some areas of contamination were possibly masked by heat reflection adjacent to the RTUs and
parapet walls.

Assuming all of the above is true and that the effective wet area is double that reported of 410 square feet,
the resulting wet percentage is at approximately 5%.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have. I will be available via email on a daily basis
for the next several weeks and longer. I will be available via cell phone for the next two days and then out
of the country for a week.
Regards, Robert McCoy Jr., PE
Armco Inspections LLC
Raleigh, NC
336-908-3547
Bob@Armco-Inspections.com

Thermography Report
Customer: Billy Joe’s Really Good Roofing Co., LLC
Site: Billy Joe’s Tall Hotel, 556 SW Beach St., Nowhere, ND

Thermography date:
Thermographer:

December 4,5 - 2017
Robert McCoy Jr., PE

Outdoor temperature:
Indoor temperature:
Temp diff In-Out Δt:

70 °F
N/A
N/A

Weather:

Partly Cloudy

Pressure diff In-Out:

N/A

Armco Inspections LLC – Infrared Division
Raleigh North Carolina
336-908-3547, remj@ArmcoInfrared.com
Armco Project #: IR-1217.1
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Picture 1.

Captured at: Section 1
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 7:50:39 PM
16.7 °C
16

14

12

10.4

Comment: Two cores at this location with one dry at a nuke reading of 37 and one very
slightly wet at the deck at a nuke reading of 47 – very heavy asphalt membrane in both
locations. Transition from wet to dry assumed at approximately 42 with nuke readings of 44 to
56 inside the outlined area
Recommendation:

Picture 2.

Captured at: (Where)
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 7:53:18 PM
16.8 °C
16

14

12

10.3

Comment: Nuke readings of 45 to 50 in area marked
Recommendation:
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Raleigh North Carolina
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Picture 3.

Captured at: Section 1
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 7:57:20 PM
19.7 °C
18
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12
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Comment: Nuke readings of 45 to 47 inside marked area
Recommendation:

Picture 4.

Captured at: Section 1
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:01:39 PM
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Comment: Nuke readings of 45 to 47 inside the area
Recommendation:

Armco Inspections LLC – Infrared Division
Raleigh North Carolina
336-908-3547, remj@ArmcoInfrared.com
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Picture 5.

Captured at: Section 2
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:17:08 PM
14.6 °C
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Comment: One core sample taken at nuke reading of 50 with moisture at the deck and lower
section of iso insulation – readings range from 45 to 50 over area – heavy upper asphalt
membrane
Recommendation:

Picture 6.

Captured at: Section 3
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:24:31 PM
16.6 °C
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Comment: Core sample taken – asphalt membrane significantly thinner with 3” perlite
saturated, Iso facer wet top and bottom and saturated deck. Nuke reading at this location 56
Recommendation:
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Raleigh North Carolina
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Picture 7.

Captured at: Section 2
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:39:28 PM
18.5 °C
18
16
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12
10.4

Comment: This observation at top of central tower stairs with nuke readings of 48 and 49
Recommendation:

Picture 8.

Captured at: Section 2
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:51:22 PM
15.0 °C
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Comment: Nuke readings inside area range from 49 to 59 – orange outline widened during
day to account for larger area than seen with the camera
Recommendation:
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Picture 9.

Captured at: Section 2
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 7:50:39 PM
54.3 °C
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Comment: Area located during random nuke testing during the day – readings of 48 to 56 no thermogram as the area is likely in the central tower shadow in late afternoon
Recommendation:

Picture 10. Captured at: Section 2
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 7:53:18 PM
29.4 °C
29

28

27
26
25.5

Comment: Noted high nuke readings of 61 but no thermographic indication as viewed at night
– area likely in parapet wall shadow in late afternoon
Recommendation:
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Raleigh North Carolina
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Picture 11. Captured at: Section 2
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 7:50:39 PM
41.4 °C

40
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36
35.7

Comment: Higher nuke readings of 48 to 63 but no significant infrared pattern due to possible
late afternoon shadow
Recommendation:

Picture 12. Captured at: Section 1
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:55:23 PM
15.9 °C
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Comment: Platform view of the first finding at the stairwell tower at door and right corner
(T-01)
Recommendation:

Armco Inspections LLC – Infrared Division
Raleigh North Carolina
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Picture 13. Captured at: Section 3 @ T-06
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:35:50 PM
17.5 °C
16
14
12
10
8.6

Comment: Platform view of T-06 at upper left of infrared image is quite distinct from the
balance of Section 3. Approximately 10’ on the other side of the expansion joint is a location
noted as “38” on the roof – not outlined and suspected dry but should be test cut to confirm
Recommendation:

Picture 14. Captured at: Section 2 @ T-08 & Section 1 @ T-03
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:35:25 PM
16.5 °C
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Comment: This view of Section two and Section 1 Findings T-08 and T-03 respectively
adjacent to either side of the expansion joint and the parapet wall to the image left
Recommendation:
Armco Inspections LLC – Infrared Division
Raleigh North Carolina
336-908-3547, remj@ArmcoInfrared.com
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Picture 15. Captured at: Section 1 platform center typical
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:27:17 PM
15.9 °C
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Comment: Typical view between and beneath the HVAC platforms. Warmer roof beneath HVAC
chase structure likely due to air ventilation from building. No nuke readings above the 42
threshold observed at any platform
Recommendation:

Picture 16. Captured at: Section 1 view east (typical overall)
Date & Time: 12/4/2017 8:55:41 PM
17.2 °C
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Comment: Overall elevated roof section1 view to the southeast
Recommendation:
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